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The Australasian Legal 

History Library project
 ARC LIEF project 2012-13 ($750,000)

 Aims to build a ‘comprehensive’ searchable 

collection of Australasian legal history

 Key legal documents from all 7 colonies, from 

formation to 1950 (approx)

 Colonial Law Library is a sub-part 



Cooperation is a key aim

 Existing pioneering digitisation projects include

– digitisation of state legislation by the legislation offices of Victoria, 

NSW, WA and New Zealand 

– projects on digitisation of legislation at QUT and Flinders

– State Library of Victoria’s digitisation of the Victorian Government 

Gazette

– ‘recovery’ into online databases of cases by the Kercher (NSW) 

and Kercher/Petrow (Tas) projects, and by the New Zealand ‘Lost 

Cases’ project 

– Supreme Court of Queensland Library

 If possible, duplicate digitisation is to be avoided



The AustLII context

 Australasian Legal Information Institute (AustLII) 

<http://www.austlii.edu.au> 

 Free access since 1995, operated by UNSW and 

UTS Law Faculties, plus supporting Foundation

 Over 700,000 page accesses per day

 Over 500 databases, a new one every two weeks

 Colonial Library requires ‘virtual’ databases, 

extracting out only the colonial period content

http://www.austlii.edu.au/


Legal History Library investigators meeting

From Partner Universities: Rob Foster, John Williams, Wilfrid Prest, Amanda Nettlebeck (all

U.Adelaide), Mark Finnane (GriffithU), Lisa Ford, Catherine Bond (both UNSW), Anne Twomey
(USyd), Bruce Kercher (Macquarie U), Ross Grantham (UQ), Mark Lunney (ANU College of Law),
Marisa Bendeich (Australian Law Librarians Association (ALLA)), Shaunnagh Dorsett (UTS),
Barbara Thorsen (UQ), Andrew McLeod (USyd – by invitation) From AustLII: Graham Greenleaf,
Andrew Mowbray, Philip Chung, Brent Salter, Carol Wong, Trevor Roydhouse, Jill Matthews;



Destructive digitisation

(i) Guillotine removes spines of law reports or legislation 

(ii) resulting loose pages fed through 96ppm duplex scanner

Australian libraries have donated sacrifices to public access



Non-destructive digitisation

 Expensive 

 Pages turned by suction

 Under consideration

 Broadens potential 

scope of project

 Both involve OCR 

processing, extraction 

of metadata, and then 

database creation



Library 

Interface
 7 colonies

 12 databases

 20,000 cases, 

Acts & articles

 200,000 Vic 

Gazettes

 Interface 

supports 

searching, not 

browsing

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/special/legalhistory/
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/special/legalhistory/
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/special/legalhistory/


Search: debt* near (prison or imprisonment)

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/special/legalhistory


Advantages of the search

 Search options are sophisticated boolean

 1301 results are from 5 colonies

– Comparative searches not otherwise possible

 Results include all content types

– cases (law reports and ‘recovered’ cases), gazettes and 
scholarship

 Display by date ‘Earliest first’ - 1796 case

 Display by Citation Frequency - an 1878 
case, cited 5 times, most recently in 2008



Initial legislation and case report  

digitisation priorities

 Legislation

– NSW, Vic, NSW held

– Processing WA

– Digitising Tas

– Negotiating SA & Qld

– Non-colonial Cth, Tas, 

NT will come later

 Case reports

– Vic LR 1874-1900 held

– Digitising

• Legge Reports (NSW) 
from 1825 -1862; 

• SCt Tasmania 1897-1900;

• Pelham’s Reports - SCt 
SA - and Vice Admiralty 
Court, 1865-1866

– Seeking other reports from 
WA, NSW, Qld, SA, NZ 
for destructive digitisation



‘Recovered’ cases pre-reports

 Migration of existing recovery projects

– Kercher’s Superior Courts of New South Wales 1788-99 now 
complete (2294 cases)

– Kercher/Petrow Superior Courts of Tasmania 1824-43 now 
on AustLII, and continuing

– Dorset et al New Zealand Lost Cases 1841-69 being 
processed

 New Trove databases of recovered cases

– Superior Courts of Western Australia 1840-49 so far

– Superior Courts of South Australia 1837-1851 so far

– Investigators have recovered over 2,300 cases in the first 
few months, now searchable, with citations

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/nsw/NSWSupC/
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/nsw/NSWSupC/
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/nsw/NSWSupC/
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/tas/TASSupC/
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/wa/WASupC/
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/sa/SASupC/


A virtual database of ‘colonial’

scholarship 
1. Broad ‘colonial’ search over AustLII’s Legal 

Scholarship Library (> 50K items)

2. Decide what percentage of results are 
sufficiently relevant to keep (5% here)

3. Rebuild database periodically (monthly 
here) with same search and % retained

4. Result is a virtual database of 382 items at 
present - but it will grow along with the 
Legal Scholarship Library

5. ADD digitised key colonial monographs

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/special/legalhistory/


LawCite citator - the link



LawCite’s colonial content

 LawCite is an automatically constructed free access 
international citator

 Current citation data includes 6758 Australasian 
cases1788-1900 - far more than texts in Library. 

 ‘Top ten’ cases most frequently cited by subsequent 
courts include two from NZ 

 Most frequently cited case Re Hicks' Trade Mark
(1897, has since been cited 291 times.

 Next two cases, both 1847, are  cited 50 and 42 
times - A-G v Brown (1847) is a good illustration

– Cited by 14 cases and 28 journal articles

http://www.austlii.edu.au/lawcite/
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/LawCite?cit=%5B1897%5D%20VicLawRp%20118


Colonial law 

on Google
 Library: Select 

‘Law on Google’

– Enter search terms

– Result is limited to 

Australasian 

colonial law 

– Example search: 

‘reception’

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/special/legalhistory/
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